
KITTEN PURCHASE AGREEMENT 

 

COMPOSERCAT HAVANA BROWNS 
Breeder:       Kitten Buyer: 

LeAnn Rupy/Bill Rupy      
848-667-0804 
LeAnn@ComposerCat.com 
 
Kitten CFA Registration Number:  
         DOB:  
Microchip Number:  
Kitten Name:  
 
DAM:     

X 
SIRE:     
  
Negotiated price for kitten purchase: $1250 plus the actual cost of sterilization.  This price is 
inclusive of immunizations, microchip, breeder pedigree, registration documents and veterinary 
health checkup.  Travel documents (if required), are an additional $50.  A deposit of $400 must be 
paid when kitten is identified and balance paid when kitten is retrieved. 
 

General Conditions 
Health & Wellbeing 
 

1) BUYER accepts the responsibility of providing care for this Havana Brown kitten and 
providing properly for its welfare. Buyer understands that, should this kitten be found to be 
neglected or in ill health for an unreasonable length of time, said kitten must be 
surrendered to BREEDER unconditionally.  

2) BUYER agrees to follow Vet’s instructions on care, diet, treatment, and health. 
3) BUYER agrees that this Havana Brown kitten will always receive prompt, quality medical 

care, and will never be allowed to harbor parasites.  
Care 

1) BUYER agrees to provide fresh food and water for this kitten on a daily basis, never leaving 
the cat/kitten without food available for more than 12 hours. 

mailto:LeAnn@ComposerCat.com


2) BUYER agrees never to allow this Havana Brown kitten to live outdoors for its health and 
safety. BUYER also understands that contact with other outdoor animals may pose a risk to 
its health in terms of communicable diseases. Buyer agrees that if kitten is allowed outdoors 
it will always be on a lead or confined within a structure constructed to prevent escape. 

3) BUYER agrees UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES, TO EVER DECLAW this Havana Brown kitten. 
Owner will provide regular nail trimming and scratching posts & pads. Should issues arise 
with scratching, the buyer will contact the breeder and their veterinarian for alternatives.  

4) BUYER agrees to provide daily companionship for this Havana Brown kitten, never leaving 
it alone for long periods of time without human attention. 

5) BUYER agrees that this Havana Brown kitten will never be given, sold, or leased to any pet 
shop, animal shelter, research laboratory or similar facility nor allowed to be confiscated by 
any third party Animal Rescue Agency. BUYER agrees to notify BREEDER immediately if 
extenuating circumstances force the transfer of this Havana Brown kitten to another party 
and agrees to provide name, address, and phone number of new owner. 
 

 
Upon delivery/receipt, the Buyer will have a veterinarian examine this kitten to verify that the 
kitten was delivered in good health and without defect. Should the veterinarian have any concerns, 
Buyer agrees to contact the Breeder immediately to determine an appropriate course of action. 
Any/all known health history has been disclosed and medical documentation provided.  By failing 
to provide a Vet check, owner assumes any and all responsibility for subsequent medical care. 
  
Kitten has been previously treated at :   ____________________________________________________________________ 
For the following conditions: 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Known defects, faults or health concerns: 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Kittens are provided sterilized, vaccinated and in good health (unless an accepted condition is 
shown above).  All known health issues or medical history has been disclosed to BUYER and 
identified above. 
The undersigned parties confirm that they have read and understand the contents of this document 
and by their signature agree to accept the kitten and abide by the terms set forth herein. 
 
 
 
Breeder –        Date 
 
 
Breeder –        Date 
 
 
 
Buyer -        Date 
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